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About Face
Your club face angle at impact determines the direction  of your shots,  but it all

Starts With  how you take  jt away.   ByTrentwearner

THE   REASON   WHY   most  golfers'   re-

sults  are  so  inconsistent  is  not  because
they   swing   differently   each   time,   but
because  they  make  small  "corrections"
that  produce  many  different  outcomes.
As a  coach,  it fascinates  me to see  how
we all subconsciously compensate to di-
rect  the  ball  toward  the  target  or  make
contact.

Let's  say  you  hit  a  slice.  That  re-
sults from  your clubface  being too open
in  relation  to  your  path  (pointed  to  the
right  for   a   right-handed   golfer)   at   im-

pact.   In  an  effort  to  correct  your  next
shot,   you'll   counter   by  trying  to   close
the   clubface,   producing   an   outside-in
swing   path.   For  a   right-handed   golfer,
that  means  compensating  by  swinging
to the  left.

Conversely,    if   you    pull    or    hook

a   shot   because   your   clubface   at   im-

pact  is  too  closed  (pointed  left  for  the
right-handed  golfer),  you'll  compensate
by  producing  a  path  that  is  too  far  in-
side-out  (or to the  right).

In   both   scenarios,   you   could   pull

your "corrected" shot left,  curve  it right,
chunk   it,   hit   it  thin,   clip   it  off  the  toe

or  possibly  shank  it.  That's  six  possible
outcomes from  one  issue-a  poor  path
and  face  relationship.

The  thing  is,  you're  not  as  far  off
as  you  think.  As  long  as  you  can  start
getting  the   clubface   in   a   better   place
during the motion of your swing, you  can
start chipping away at those undesirable
six outcomes.
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We don't  have enough  space  in  this  magaz.ine to go over all  the  potential  reasons why your clubface  is too
open  or closed  (see box at right),  but the  key  is to square up the clubface's  leading edge when the club  is about
three  feet  from  hitting the  ball.

1.  TAKE  A  SWING.  On  your  downswing,  putting

pressure on your lead foot,  quickly stop when the
clubhead  is  about waist  high.

SQUARE  (OPTIMAL)

2.   CHECK  THE:  ANGLE  of  the   leading  edge.

Your goal  is to get it as close to the above angle
on  the  downswing as  possible.

TOO OPEN TOO  CLOSED

3.  THE  TAKEAWAY.  Now that you  are aware  of the  optimal  downswing  position  of the club  prior to  impact,
jt'll   be  advantageous  to  get  your  club face  to  mirror  this  angle  on  the  takeaway.  Starting  in  the  address

position,  take away the club to about three feet from  the  ball  and  stop and  look at the  leading edge of the
clubface.  You  don't want  it  to  be too  open  (resulting  in  a  slice)  or too  closed  (resulting  in  a  pull).  You  want

it to  be square-the same  position  as  in  the downswing.
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Take It Outside!
The  COVID-19  pandemic  understand-

ably  makes  practicing  golf  outside  a

chalher\ge.  Indoor practice  is  great,  but
it's  important  to  get  outside  for  your

lessons  and  practice  because  people
sat up and swing differently in these two

environments.
Our  academy   at  Meridian   Golf

Clilb has its own outdoor private lesson

ted  area  and  an  indoor  center.  Having

students in both environments has giv-

en  me a unique  perspective on watch-
ing   people   and   how  they   often   alter

their  setup  and  swing  iridoors  versus

outdoors.  I  have  a  number  of  swings

on video showing  people making  good

swings  while  hitting  balls  indoors  and

swinging ineffectively outdoors.

The  reason?  As  opposed to  hit-

ting   off  a   mat  indoors,   when  you're

outdoors-where  there   is   an   actual
target  and  you  can  see  the  outcome
of  the  shot-you  feel  more  pressure
to  perform.  People  also aim  differently

indoors on a mat than they do outside.
If  you're  investing  money  in  im-
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at  Meridian  Golf Club.  He  has  had  37  adults and junior students

quallfy to  play  in  Natlonal  USGA events,  15 juniors win  the  High  School  State  i)hampionship and  countless adults and juniors  regularly  lower their scoring
average. Trent has opened  up  his  practice website, go/fsc//.mmages.com, free of charge for anyone  looking for competitive,  reallstjc  practice games.  Learn
more at trentwearnergolf.com.

PGA Golf Professional Trent Wearner owns and  operates his own golf academy located
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